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Can You Power a Pontoon Boat with a Trolling Motor?
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If you are wondering if a pontoon boat with your trolling motor, you can achieve such feet.


Can you power a pontoon boat with a trolling motor?  Yes! As long as you select the right shaft length and thrust a minimum 52 inches length and 55 lbs.
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Pontoon boats can serve various purposes in water-based activities. Mini pontoons are very good for different kinds of tasks.

For example, mundane utility work as well as fishing. On the other hand, the bigger luxury vessels can carry a large number of passengers.

It also serves well as a party boat or comfortable vessel for recreation. Medium-sized pontoons boats are used in many ways in boating activities.



Some of these activities are simple cruising,  anchored partying, and high-speed water skiing and tubing.
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What size trolling motor do I need for a 18 foot pontoon boat?

You should know that trolling motors are rated in pounds of thrust. Therefore,  72 to 75lb. of thrust roughly equals one horsepower or 746W of electrical power.

A typical 12V motor that draws 60A consumes approximately 720W. The equation for power is easy: the higher the voltage, the higher the thrust.


Where do you put the trolling motor on a pontoon boat?

You can mount the motor directly in front of the gate.

Can you mount a trolling motor on the back of a pontoon?

Yes, you can mount a trolling motor onto a pontoon boat with the thrust of a minimum 52 inches in length and 55 lbs.

ALSO READ:  Newport Vessels X-Series Trolling Motor My Test

Can you mount a trolling motor on the side of a pontoon?

Mounting a trolling motor on a boat can be a hassle. Since pontoon boats are flat, mounting a trolling motor can be either on the bow or on the stern, at the transom.

What side of a boat do you mount a trolling motor?

This depends on how you operate the boat and how you fish


Can you power a pontoon boat with a trolling motor?

Pontoon boats are designed to have distinctive structures. They have a flat hull. This is the reason they are called flat bottomed boats.

In the real sense, however,  Pontoon boats do not have flat bottoms. This is a result of the pontoons attached to their bottoms.

Two or three pontoons are attached under their hull. It is from these pontoons that the boat derives its name.

They are also referred to as tubes, in view of their shape and design. This shape makes them very buoyant and gives support to the boat, carrying them out of the water.


Pontoon boats come in three basic types.

	The larger recreational boats.
	Mini Pontoon for solo or limited crew use.
	Ocean going pontoon boats, like a catamaran.


Types basic types of pontoon boat

Big size pontoon boats, for recreation, are wonderful shallow watercraft. Their deck is open. It can be upholstered or equipped in different ways.  This is why they are beautiful for socializing on water.

Mini pontoon boats are mainly used for solo recreation. Just like someone can use a recreational kayak. Mini pontoon has two versions and is made of plastic.


	It is foam-filled or air-filled inflatable.
	It has a simple design.
	The size is small.
	The mini pontoon is cheap and therefore the easiest way to get on the water.


Pontoon boats have metamorphosed from the original simple design they used to be. It used to be a floating platform.

It has become a modern sleek and well-engineered powerboat, as we can see. It is not like many other shallow-draft boats.

ALSO READ:  Minn Kota Trolling Motor Power Center My Test

They are big workhorses of the water or individual utility boats. Pontoon boats are as powerful as modern-day powerboats and as comfortable too. It has the ability to navigate very shallow waterways.

Pontoon boats have advanced designs and features. They are produced with contemporary manufacturing materials and methods. This means the boat may be fit for use in the open sea.


They are catamaran or trimaran vessels. The boats are now very popular for all kinds of water recreation.

They are very good choices to make when you think of family boating and ocean-going voyages.

We will not derail from the aim of this article. We will not go deep into the issue of ocean-going. The size of Pontoon boats is too big.

They cannot be used in inland shallow waters. We have to concentrate on recreational pontoon boats and mini pontoons.


We will prove why we believe they rank best among shallow water boats available.

 Reasons Why A Pontoon Is The Best Shallow Water Boat.

Here are eight reasons we believe that pontoon boats are the best shallow water boats on sale.

They have an ultra-shallow draft.


Pontoon boats are very good shallow drifts. They have a flat-bottom hull that sits above the water, on buoyant pontoons or tubes.

The risk of them sticking to anything below water is small.


Traditional v-hull vessels, such as bass or speedboats can have problems in shallow water. This can damage their hulls.  Pontoon boats do not stand such risk.

Pontoon boats or tubes are very buoyant. They sit on the water instead of sitting in the water. It means that a very small portion of the boat is really in the water.

That is the lowest part of it. This is the reason pontoons boats are able to navigate very shallow bodies of water.

These are places other types of boats find difficult or unable to navigate. Most inland waters are shallow. Some have very shallow areas.

ALSO READ:  Minn Kota Edge Bowmount Foot Control Trolling Motor Tested

It then means that pontoon boats have become a well-known recreational boat. Best for inland water.


Big recreational pontoon boats have nothing to worry about navigating shallow water.

Big pontoon boats are designed to be flatter. They are buoyant. They are built with lightweight aluminum or fiberglass frame.

This makes it possible for the boat to float on the water’s surface. This vessel can easily slip into shallow water.

For instance, a pontoon boat that has 18 inches of drift can handle 2 feet of water. It can also safely beach for an onshore barbecue or picnic.

While doing shallow water maneuvers in a pontoon boat,  however, you have to be careful about the inboard engine.


Pontoon boats have a big advantage over other recreational boats. This is in the area of navigation of shore waterways or creeks. They are versatile
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Here are some of the activities you can enjoy on a pontoon boat.

	Family outing.
	Kid friendly fun (like water sliding)
	Adult party.
	Water sports, such as water skiing.


They are easy to use and maintain.

One of the major reasons people’s interest are increasing in pontoon boats are, they are easy to use. The second is, that their cost of maintenance is low.

The easy use and cheap maintenance cost of Pontoon boats make them the choice of people who are first-timers in boating.  First-timers go for vessels that do not need much technical skill to operate.

How Easy Are Pontoon Boats To Drive?

Boat rental companies have Pontoon boats as their first choice. This is because they are easy to use.


Control of Pontoon boats is straightforward and intuitive. Their control is made up of a dashboard, a steering wheel, and a throttle.

Must-Read:
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